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Abstract. We show how the Enss's geometrical proof of asymptotic complete-
ness may be set on commutator properties.

In [1], the author introduces a new method to prove the asymptotic completeness
for potential scattering. This method is based on geometrical concepts which are
very intuitive and linked to the classical free evolution. Practically the author
introduces a decomposition of the identity on L2(R"): 1 = P o u t + Pin such that
(Ω-r — l)Pout are compact and that enables him to prove asymptotic completeness.

in

We show in this article how to introduce a similar decomposition of the
identity 1 = P + +P~, from the commutator relation i[H 0 , A] =H0, where A is the
well known dilatation group generator on L2(R") (see [2]), and P+ and P~ are the
spectral projectors of A respectively on the positive and negative parts of the A
spectrum.

To prove Lemma 1, we use commutator properties to get interesting differen-
tial inequalities, as it has been used in [3] and partially refined in [4], in order to
obtain hamiltonian resolvent estimations in the neighbourhood of the continuous
spectrum.

Definitions

Let A be the laplacian on L2(Rn), Ho= —A and A be the generator of the dilatation
group on L2(R") normalized in such a way that

e + iΛ*Hoe-iΛ" = Hoe-".

Let us note P+ and P~ the spectral projectors of A on the positive and negative
parts of its spectrum.

Lemma 1. Let g be a regular function with compact support in R + —{0} and
μ'<μ.
Then there is a constant c (depending on g, μ, μ') such that

1 <c-L
- |ί|"
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Proof. In the mean value sense on a dense set we get

and

T

)= ±

1

2πi Λ.

If t > 0 (for instance) we shall write for the moment formally

2πi (iί)m# _J

C

(1)

Since g is a function with compact support in R + — {0} an interval (α, b) can be
found such that

1
ί ^ o(H0-E-ίθr' + 1

and (1) will be verified for any couple (m, nΐ) such that

μ + r (H0-E-ίor+ig{Ho)p+

is defined as an operator on L2(R") uniformly bounded in £e[α, fc].
Thus the problem can be reduced to the study of

1 1 +

μ4 + z|m {Ho-E-ί0)m' + 1

because —g(H0)Am is clearly a bounded operator since g is sufficiently

differentiable and

(2)

A U 0 = -Hog'{Ho).

Using analyticity, this property can be extended to real values of m.

If m G R and n e N, m > n we are going to prove that — —
well defined as a bounded operator. \A + z' yHo~E~z0)

There is a dense set D such that, V Ψ and

P+ is

1 1

= lim I Ψ

i\m{HΌ-E-i0)n

1 1
i|m {Hoe'iθ-E)n E > 0

Let

F(θ) is the restriction to the positive pure imaginary axis of the analytic
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function of z = θ0 + ίθ:
1 1

i\m{Hoe
- (0o + i0) _ r y i

iAθo 1

ί\m (Hoe~iθ-E)n

Then the Cauchy formula implies:

± F ( Θ ) = * 1
dθ V ; \A + i\m (Hoe-ie-E)"

E)n

e'AβP+ .

e'AePΛ

and

1
m'x

(Hoe~ιθ~Ey

(3)

(4)

(5)

Since ——— is analytic for Re(z)e]0, m\_ we can give by interpolation an
\A-\-i\

estimation for (5):

1 m—1
m - l = 0 — + m; for Re(z) = 0

m m
1 1

•i|z ( H o e - i θ - £ ) "

for Re(z) = m the norm is precisely

* b ^
then we get

This differential inequality implies that F(θ) is uniformly Holder continuous
with respect to 0ε[0,1] for each m>n.

Using this estimation in (2) we prove that Vm>m/ + 1, £>0

1 l\m'

Furthermore, we have \\e ιHotg(H0)P+\\ ^\\g(H0)\\ thus, again by a simple
interpolation with respect to Re(m) we prove Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. // V(x) = (ί + \x\Γμ(fp(x)+fJx) where, μ>l and fpeU{Rn) for some

DGL°°(R") then for any sufficiently regular function g with compactp>sup - 2
2'

support in R+ — {0} (Ωτ — X)g(HQ)p± are compact operators on L (Rn).
00

Proof {Ω_-ί)g(H0)P+=i\ e + iHsVe-iHoSg(Ho)P±ds.
o

For any s>0, Ve~ιH°sg(H0)P+ is a compact operator. Furthermore the integral
00

J \\Ve~iHoSg(Ho)P+\\ds is well defined since
o

i
V-

V-
1 1
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From Lemma 1 it is sufficient to verify that α > 0 can be found such that
V(H0 + l)~a\Λ + i\β is bounded on L2(R"). This is true for α = 2 because of the
hypothesis made on V.

Asymptotic Completeness

Now we will use the Enss argument [1].
Suppose found ΨeJ^c(H) such that (ϋFΊΦ) = OVΦeRang(Ω_). Then there is a

regular function g with compact support in R + -{0} such that g(H)ΨφO and
(e~iHtg(H)Ψ\Φ) = O\/ΦeRang(Ω_). Using the compactness properties of
g(H) — g(H0)9 we can find a sequence τn-+ + GO such that:

i) \\(g(H)-g(H0))e~iHτ"Ψ\\^0;

ii) \\(Ω_-l)g(Ho)P+e-iHτ"Ψ\\^0;

iii) \\(Ω+-l)g(Ho)p-e-iHτ"Ψ\\^0.

Finally we get

0 + l i m \\g(H)e~iHτnΨ\\2

n-> oo

= lim (g(H)e~iHτnΨ\Ω_g(H0)P+e~iHτnΨ)
n-* oo

+ lim (g{H)e-iHτnΨ\Ω+g(H0)P~e-iHτnΨ). (6)
n—• o o

The first right side term is equal to zero by hypothesis. The second one is the
limit of the following term:

which goes to zero when τn-> -f oo because Ω% g(H) Ψ can be approached in norm

sense by vectors belonging to the range of —, so we get a contradiction.
\Λ + i\μ
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